IN ADDITION TO THE PLETHORA OF ACADEMIC WORK available on the abuse crisis, we want to share the following list of short, accessible resources (largely journalism and audio-video media) on the abuse crisis. Any would make a good basis for discussion groups among staff or older students who do not plan to plunge deeply into the academic literature.

If you need renewed energy for addressing sexual abuse in the church and church institutions:
  - Sawyer movingly prays to be converted from the desire to have the scandal be “over.”

If you want a refresher on the basics, or a discussion text for a group or course:
- Maggie van Dorn, Deliver Us, podcast, America, 2018, https://www.americamagazine.org/deliverus
  - While an 11-part podcast is not a short read, its relatively brief episodes cover significant historical and present-day ground, including several victim testimonies, in a user-friendly manner.
- Bradford Hinze, Confronting a Church in Controversy (Paulist, 2022)
  - This short book, which takes the abuse scandal as its core example, is written as a course text for undergraduates in theology, but would easily adapt to a parish or university discussion group.

If you are involved in administration:
- Joseph Chinnici, When Values Collide: The Catholic Church, Sexual Abuse, and the Challenges of Leadership (Orbis, 2010).
  - This is the odd selection out on this list: it is both an older work, and a book written by an academic. However, any administrator who has tried to hold together the desire to preserve institutions and the desire to acknowledge institutional responsibility for the abuse crisis will find its exploration vital.

For an introduction to the dynamics of abuse perpetrated against racial minorities:
  - A deeply researched news article on African American victims, a documentary on Native American victims, and a panel discussion looking more broadly at the issue of racism and sexual abuse: these are three highly accessible entry points to thinking about the abuse crisis in an intersectional way.

If you want to know more about cutting-edge youth safeguarding methods:
If you are concerned about clergy misconduct against adult employees:

- Stephen Edward de Weger, “Insincerity, Secrecy, Neutralisation, Harm: Reporting Clergy Sexual Misconduct against Adults—A Survivor-Based Analysis,” *Religions* 13, no. 4 (2022), [https://doi.org/10.3390/rel13040309](https://doi.org/10.3390/rel13040309)

If your institution participates in mission work:

  - Together, these cases suggest two potentially harmful dynamics of mission work: in small, intense environments both subordinate mission workers (such as the young JVC) and marginalized, minoritized communities may be especially at risk.

If you want to catch up on developments in academic and other literature:

  - Clites, whose academic work is on the survivor movement, summarizes the lengthy history of research on the abuse crisis in multiple fields.
  - Literature reviews date very quickly, but this survey of academic literature in multiple languages in the immediate wake of 2018’s scandals spots trends, especially literature covering non-US contexts.